We deserve to know what we’re drinking

The dangers of soda touch close to home. A high school friend grew up on soft drinks – and he lost a kidney. Diabetes made my mother’s eyesight worse.

People need to know these drinks are hurting them. Soda warning labels would help.

- Gus Bray, Long Beach

www.SodaWarningLabels.org
My dad has diabetes and his teeth are chipping away. He’s been drinking soda all his life. He still doesn’t believe soda is making him sick.

A warning label on the can would help him kick the habit.

- Connie G., Los Angeles
Why don’t they want us to know?

Three people in my family have struggled with diabetes. They all drank a lot of soda. Diabetes gave my great-grandmother bad vision. My aunt and cousin have overwhelming medical bills.

Warning labels on soda will work just like warnings on cigarettes. We deserve to know what’s going into our bodies. Knowledge is power.

- Mahala N., Riverside

www.SodaWarningLabels.org